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Why Explainability?
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AI has entered high-stakes applications
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Credit Employment Admission Sentencing



Regulation is following suit: European Artificial Intelligence Act
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Impact for AI-based Business Automation

• Many business automation applications will likely be 
considered “High-risk”

• Requires “conformity assessment” + certification

https://digital-strategy.ec.europa.eu/en/policies/regulatory-framework-ai https://www.lawfareblog.com/artificial-intelligence-act-what-european-approach-ai

Technical implications

• Transparency: requires “detailed documentation”

• Explanations: “ensure traceability of results”

https://digital-strategy.ec.europa.eu/en/policies/regulatory-framework-ai
https://www.lawfareblog.com/artificial-intelligence-act-what-european-approach-ai


Two complementary ways for Trust and Compliance

Decision
Explainability

Understand specific decisions

Model
Transparency

Understand how decisions are made (in general)
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Policy Rules provide the business context for ML predictions
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Use Case Machine Learning Business Rules

Customer 
Retention

Predict likelihood of cancellation 
(Churn) and Lifetime Value (LTV)

Calculate retention budget and 
decide on specific retention offer

Up-sell / 
Cross-sell

Score how likely a customer is to 
buy a product, or need an upgrade

Ensure eligibility and 
decide on personalized offer

Claims 
Handling

Assess likelihood of fraudulent 
claim

Determine eligibility and coverage 
based on policy

Loan 
Approvals

Predict probability of default on 
payment

Apply business risk policies and 
approve/reject loan application

Payments Predict probability of fraud Decide whether to block or 
investigate transaction
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Users & Use Cases
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Data Scientist Train & Debug Is my model working correctly?

Business Analyst Analyze & Model How is the predictive model behaving?

Case Worker Decide Why is this decision recommended?

Customer Understand How to get a different (desired) decision?



In what use cases are explanations needed?

Explanations 
Critical

Explanations 
”Nice to Have”

Financial
Services

Judicial

Medical 
Diagnosis

Advertising
Fraud

Detection

Product
Recommendations

Loyalty
Programs

User 
Experience

Regulations

User
Trust

Drug
Prescription

See also: https://hbr.org/2022/08/when-and-why-you-should-explain-how-your-ai-works

https://hbr.org/2022/08/when-and-why-you-should-explain-how-your-ai-works


Current approaches in Decision 
Management
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Current Approaches for Explainability in Business Automation

Context: decision model or process model, where rules apply 
policy to take actions based on ML-based predictions

Need: explain entire decision, not just ML models

Current approaches:

Method 1: Rule Traces

Method 2: Reason Codes

Method 3: Attribution Methods

Method 4: Counterfactual Explanations



Method 1: Rule traces

Method: 
Present the chain of triggered rules + ML predictions

Limitations:

• Provides procedural explanation, not end-to-end causal

• No contrastive explanations (how to get different outcome)

• No attribution (which input matters most)

Good for:

• Debugging by rule authors

Not suitable for:

• End users

• Model privacy



Method 2: Reason codes (and other “constructed explanations”)

Method: 
Construct an “explanation” during rule execution

Limitations:

• Requires intentional design during rule authoring

• No contrastive explanations

• No (direct) attributions

Good for:

• Domain-specific explanation for end users

• Basic reporting and decision analysis



Method 3: Attribution methods (e.g. LIME, SHAP)

Method: 
Sample neighborhood around prediction/decision and fit transparent model
(usually linear regression)

Limitations:

• Provides weights for input variables (“attributions”)

• No contrastive explanations

• Potentially expensive (sampling = decision service invocations)

• Not robust, due to policy rules and sampling issues (see paper for refs)

Good for:

• Generic “better than nothing” explanation to use with caution

Prediction

Declined Approved



Method 4: Counterfactual Explanations

Method: 
Search for (smallest) changes to input value(s) generating a 
different outcome

Limitations:

• Multiple counterfactuals (“Rashomon” effect)

• No (direct) attributions

• No (direct) sensitivity

• Potentially computationally expensive

Good for:

• “How can I get to outcome X?"

DecisionCamp 2021: TrustyAI: Mortari & Zonca (RedHat) IBM Explainability 360

Prediction

Counterfactuals

Declined Approved

https://decisioncamp2021.wordpress.com/program/
https://aix360.mybluemix.net/


Summary: where do we stand today?

Common approaches:

• Rule trace for Business Analysts

• Reason Codes for End Users

• LIME/SHAP for ML models

• Option: counterfactuals

Limitations:

• Rule trace is mostly for testing/debugging

• Reason codes require expertise

• LIME/SHAP not robust

è No end-to-end reliable attributions & counterfactuals



New research approach: SMACE
“SMACE” – a Semi-Model-Agnostic Contextual Explainer
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“Model agnostic” for ML, 
“model aware” for Rules Explanations in the context 

of inputs to decision



Questions we would like to answer

Business Analyst

What input variables contributed most (+ or -)?

How sensitive is this decision to changes in inputs?

What are the closest, different outcomes (contrastive)?

Requirements:

Provide attributions to input variables for entire decision

Account for multiple ML models with different distributions

Account for interactions between ML predictions and rules

End user

What caused this decision?  (e.g. Income, Age)

Could this decision change (e.g. with Age, with Job change)

How could I get a specific, desired outcome? (e.g. Approved)
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ML-based 
predictions

Policy rules to decide 
how much to spend on 

retention

Telco Customer Retention

Rules that generate 
potential retention 
offers (with cost)



Telco Customer Retention (simplified)
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$ amount Probability 0..1



Retention offers visually
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89: ≥ <===

89: ≥ >===

?@ABC ≥ =. <

10% discount

Satisfaction survey

20% discount

No retention action

How could I get a 
different desired 
outcome?

How stable is this 
decision (sensitivity)?

What input parameters 
contributed most (+ or -)?



“SMACE” – a Semi-Model-Agnostic Contextual Explainer
Geometric Interpretation of Rules

• Each rule represented as n-dimensional hyperplane

• A set of rules define the decision boundaries

• The contribution  !! of feature " for a rule is the 
distance to decision boundary

• The contribution  !" of model & is the distance to 
decision boundary where model ' is used

Attribution-based Methods for Machine Learning

W()*+, -!
"./ feature " /.0 1.2(3 1 is computed by 

LIME/SHAP (or similar)

Normalized feature weights 45!
" are computed by the 

dividing by the the sum of feature contributions for the 
prediction by ML model ' on training data set

!"!
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Rule and prediction contributions used to combine ML contributions

For attribution 6& to feature 7 for decision, normalized LIME/SHAP feature 
weights 8'( are multiplied by the rule contributions r' where the 
predictions are used

9! = !! + <
)*+

,

!"-!
"

1 2

3



LIME/SHAP for feature attributions
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1

CHURN = True    Confidence = 0.78ML
Prediction

Feature weights 
from LIME/SHAP

Positive or negative 
contributions

LIME/
SHAP

Input

Attribution-based Methods for Machine Learning

WEFGHI J!"KL feature M LKN OKPEQ O is computed by 
LIME/SHAP (or similar)

Normalized feature weights RS!" are computed by the 
dividing by the the sum of feature contributions for 
the prediction by ML model T on training data set

!"MU = 
J!"

∑#∈% J#"

W!"#$%& '"
&

m = {Churn, LTV}

J = {Gender, Status, 
Income, …}

Normalize so that 
weights from Churn and 

LTV can be compared



Reminder: our retention offer rules
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89: ≥ <===

89: ≥ >===

?@ABC ≥ =. <

10% discount

Satisfaction survey

20% discount

No retention action

2



Geometric view of Rules
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89: ≥ <===

89: ≥ >===

?@ABC ≥ =. <

No retention action

2
Geometric Interpretation of Rules

• The contribution  B! of feature M for a rule is the distance to 
decision boundary

• The contribution  B" of model U is the distance to decision 
boundary where model T is used

10% discount

Satisfaction survey

20% discount

Further away, lower 
#Z@ABC ∈ [&, (] Close to boundary, 

high #[\] ∈ [&, (]

Calculated for both 
input variables (#M) 

and predictions (#U ).

Churn = 0.55
LTV = 3900



“SMACE” – a Semi-Model-Agnostic Contextual Explainer
Geometric Interpretation of Rules

• Each rule represented as n-dimensional hyperplane

• A set of rules define the decision boundaries

• The contribution  !! of feature " for a rule is the 
distance to decision boundary

• The contribution  !" of model & is the distance to 
decision boundary where model ' is used

Attribution-based Methods for Machine Learning

W()*+, -!
"./ feature " /.0 1.2(3 1 is computed by 

LIME/SHAP (or similar)

Normalized feature weights 45!
" are computed by the 

dividing by the the sum of feature contributions for the 
prediction by ML model ' on training data set
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Rule and prediction contributions used to combine ML contributions

For attribution 6& to feature 7 for decision, normalized LIME/SHAP feature 
weights 8'( are multiplied by the rule contributions r' where the 
predictions are used

9! = !! + <
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,
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"
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End goal: 
Contribution to 

decision for 
variable *

Contribution 
for variable *

from rules

Contribution for 
variable * from all 
ML models, each 
weighted by #U

Final output: contributions for all 
original input variables only

(internal predictions are hidden).

Feature weights from ML models 
scaled by the sensitivity of that 

prediction, as used in rules.



Limitations and Discussion
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Potential: Using SMACE in Decisions

+

Variable Contributions

Contrasting Decisions

Variable Importance

Estimated income

Usage

Churn (*)

Age

LTV (*)

Payment

Children

Car Owner

Location

. . . 

Offer 10% Discount

Offer 20% Discount

Offer survey

Value

56 000

112

30%

28

680

CC

2

No

Urban

. . . 

Decision

Offer 5% Discount

Variable Distance to DecisionRequired ValueDecision

Estimated income

Usage

Age

Estimated Income

Married

Children

Car Owner

Location

Estimated Income

. . . 

> 62 000

> 120

> 31

> 81 000

True

< 1

Yes

{Country, Suburban}

< 48 000

. . . 

Which variables contributed 
most to the outcome?

(Optionally) include internal variables
and internal predictions

What changes are required for 
a specific different outcome?

Rely only on original 
input variables

Include internal variables

Current Value

56 000

112

28

56 000

False

2

No

Urban

56 000

. . . 

MOCKUP



Outstanding Research Areas

Current limitations on rule expressiveness

• Considering only basic 1-dimensional rules

if #% ≥ % then …

• Not supporting non-linear expressions

if #%&& ≥ % then …

• Not supporting disjunctions

if =-| =. then …

• Not supporting negations

if ¬ =- then …

• Not supporting categorical variables

{Basic, Silver, Gold, Premium}

Open questions

Have we fully isolated LIME/SHAP from sampling issues and 
non-linearities?

Can we have meaningful results without covering the full 
“procedural” expressiveness of modern DM systems ?
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Current limitations on decision models

Cannot use output from 
one as input to another
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